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Break out your colored pencils and explore the Grand
Canyon in your own magical coloring journey. With his fourth
book in the series, award-winning illustrator Dave Ember
transports you to Grand Canyon National Park where you can
unleash your inner artist on intricate coloring designs of the
park's North and South Rims, wildlife and wildflowers, rugged
trails and river rapids, and the park's historic lodges and
hotels. The book also features 8 postcards and 4 bookmarks
for coloring on extra-heavy perforated paper to share with
family and friends.
Examines land-use patterns and economic development on
the Navajo Nation, telling a story about resource exploitation
and tribal sovereignty.
About a little burro who was found running wild along Bright
Angel Creek. Grades 5-8.
Fully revised and updated, Hiking Grand Canyon National
Park provides first-hand descriptions and detailed maps for all
of the park's developed trails as well as tips on safety, hiking
with children, access, and services. This guide includes
scenic and exciting hiking adventures for both the North and
South Rims.
Honoring Grand Canyon National Park on its centennial, The
Grand Canyon and the Southwest elegantly portrays the
drama and the beauty of the Canyon and the American
Southwest. "It is all very beautiful and magical here--a quality
which cannot be described. You have to live it and breathe it,
let the sun bake it into you. The skies and the land are so
enormous, and the detail so precise and exquisite..." - Ansel
Adams Next to Yosemite and the High Sierra, the Southwest
was closest to Ansel Adams' heart. It was there, in the early
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1930s, that he was inspired to make photography his life's
work. He would return to the region again and again. In his
words, "wherever one goes in the Southwest one encounters
magic, strength, and beauty." Today, the Grand Canyon is
one of America's most popular national parks, hosting more
than six million visitors each year. This special edition
paperback reproduces Ansel Adams' exquisite photographs
of the Canyon alongside iconic images of the Southwest,
spanning Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, Texas,
and Utah. Edited by Andrea G. Stillman with an introduction
by William A. Turnage, this collection of seventy dutotone
photographs is complemented by Adams' vivid writings about
his travels in the region. The Grand Canyon and the
Southwest is an ideal souvenir or gift for visitors to the
Southwest, or for anyone inspired by its beauty.
52 of the best day hikes in Arizona—one for each weekend of
the year, organized by seasons. Selected hikes ranging from
easy walks in the woods to challenging journeys to Arizona's
highest peaks and deepest canyons—including the Grand
Canyon. In-depth trail guides, descriptions, warnings and
GPS coordinates are included with each hike.
Legendary Grand Canyoneer Harvey Butchart climbed, hiked,
floated and bushwhacked 12,000 pioneering miles below the
rim during a 42-year obsession with the world-famous gorge.
Here for the first time is Harvey's life story: his years as a
fatherless child in the mountains of China, his struggles in
America during the Great Depression, and finally, his allconsuming drive for greatness by exploring one of the West's
last unknown wildernesses. Lace up your boots and follow
along as the authors retrace Harvey's footsteps on dangerous
cliff edges while chronicling his thrilling exploits, heartbreaking tragedies, and lasting triumphs. Part biography, part
modern-day adventure, Grand Obsession will take you
deeper into the soul of this fascinating man - and Grand
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Canyon - than you have ever been before. Contains over 170
photographs, many never-before-published, and Harvey
Butchart's hand-stenciled maps showing his treks in Grand
Canyon.
Discover 25 scenic alternatives to Interstates that take only a
few hours to enjoy. Stunning photography, detailed maps,
and easy-to-follow narrative guide the way through
breathtaking landscapes and iconic western towns in Arizona
and New Mexico. Packed with up-to-date discoveries,
enchanting history, roadside wonders, and best-kept secrets,
this outstanding new guidebook adds extraordinary two-lane
adventure to straight-line Interstate road trips.
"This is the book with which to gain a full and thorough
understanding of the wonderful world of cruising. Repeat
cruisers and novices alike will gain from the volume of
features, menus, daily schedules, photos, as well as details
on every cruise ship and port of call throughout the world.
This should be the encyclopedia for any cruise aficionado.
(World of Cruising)"--Amazon.com.
Whether you want to hike the Grand Canyon, golf in Phoenix,
or take a road trip on Route 66, the local Fodor’s travel
experts in Arizona are here to help! Fodor’s Arizona and the
Grand Canyon guidebook is packed with maps, carefully
curated recommendations, and everything else you need to
simplify your trip-planning process and make the most of your
time. This new edition has been fully-redesigned with an easyto-read layout, fresh information, and beautiful color photos.
Fodor’s Arizona and the Grand Canyon travel guide includes:
AN ILLUSTRATED ULTIMATE EXPERIENCES GUIDE to the
top things to see and do MULTIPLE ITINERARIES to
effectively organize your days and maximize your time MORE
THAN 30 DETAILED MAPS to help you navigate confidently
COLOR PHOTOS throughout to spark your wanderlust!
HONEST RECOMMENDATIONS FROM LOCALS on the
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best sights, restaurants, hotels, nightlife, shopping, activities,
and more PHOTO-FILLED “BEST OF” FEATURES on “Best
Hikes in Arizona” “Best Day Trips From Phoenix,” “What to
Eat and Drink in Arizona,” “What to Buy,” and more TRIPPLANNING TOOLS AND PRACTICAL TIPS including when
to go, getting around, beating the crowds, and saving time
and money HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL INSIGHTS
providing rich context on the local art, Native American
culture, architecture, cuisine, and more SPECIAL FEATURES
on “Arizona’s Landscape Adventures,” “Exploring the
Colorado River,” “Valley of the Sun Golf,” “Native American
Experience,” “The Wild West” and more LOCAL WRITERS
to help you find the under-the-radar gems UP-TO-DATE
COVERAGE ON: Phoenix, Scottsdale, Tempe, Tucson,
Sedona, the Grand Canyon, Antelope Canyon, Monument
Valley, Page, Horseshoe Bend, the Colorado River, Lake
Havasu, Lake Powell, Prescott, Flagstaff, Williams, Jerome,
Saguaro National Park, the Petrified Forest, the Painted
Desert, Kartchner Caverns, the Coronado Trail, Glen Canyon,
the Hopi Mesas, Navajo Nation, Route 66, the Hoover Dam,
and more. Planning on visiting America’s national parks?
Check out Fodor’s National Parks of the West. *Important
note for digital editions: The digital edition of this guide does
not contain all the images or text included in the physical
edition. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel
Guide is researched and written by local experts. Fodor’s
has been offering expert advice for all tastes and budgets for
over 80 years. For more travel inspiration, you can sign up for
our travel newsletter at fodors.com/newsletter/signup, or
follow us @FodorsTravel on Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter. We invite you to join our friendly community of travel
experts at fodors.com/community to ask any other questions
and share your experience with us!
David Brower (1912–2000) was a central figure in the modern
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environmental movement. His leadership, vision, and elegant
conception of the wilderness forever changed how we
approach nature. In many ways, he was a twentieth-century
Thoreau. Brower transformed the Sierra Club into a national
force that challenged and stopped federally sponsored
projects that would have dammed the Grand Canyon and
destroyed hundreds of millions of acres of our nation's
wilderness. To admirers, he was tireless, passionate,
visionary, and unyielding. To opponents and even some
supporters, he was contentious and polarizing. As a young
man growing up in Berkeley, California, Brower proved
himself a fearless climber of the Sierra Nevada's dangerous
peaks. After serving in the Tenth Mountain Division during
World War II, he became executive director of the Sierra
Club. This uncompromising biography explores Brower's role
as steward of the modern environmental movement. His
passionate advocacy destroyed lifelong friendships and, at
times, threatened his goals. Yet his achievements remain
some of the most important triumphs of the conservation
movement. What emerges from this unique portrait is a rich
and robust profile of a leader who took up the work of John
Muir and, along with Rachel Carson, made environmentalism
the cause of our time.
"Tomomi Hanamure, a Japanese citizen who loved exploring
the rugged wilderness of the American West, was killed on
her birthday May 8, 2006. She was stabbed 29 times as she
hiked to Havasu Falls on the Havasupai Indian Reservation at
the bottom of Grand Canyon. Her killer was an 18-year old
Havasupai youth named Randy Redtail Wescogame who had
a history of robbing tourists and was addicted to meth. It was
the most brutal murder ever recorded in Grand Canyon's
history."--Amazon.com.
In this captivating new guide Roger Naylor features all twentyseven of Arizona's state-designated scenic and historic roads,
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including five National Scenic Byways.
The stunning vistas of the Grand Canyon come alive through
the photography of Pulitzer Prize winner Jack Dykinga.
Complementing the photography, award-winning writers
Charles Bowden and Wayne Ranney offer unique
perspectives on the Canyon's magnificent beauty and the
theories surrounding its fascinating formation.
The most trusted guide to getting published! Want to get
published and paid for your writing? Let Writer's Market 2018
guide you with thousands of publishing
opportunities--including listings for book publishers, consumer
and trade magazines, contests and awards, and literary
agents. These listings feature contact and submission
information so you can get started right away. Beyond the
listings, you'll find all-new material devoted to the business
and promotion of writing. Discover the secrets to writing better
queries and selling more articles, tips to earn money from
blogging, and how to develop a standout author brand. Plus,
you'll learn how to create an effective e-mail newsletter,
improve organization, and build a solid foundation for longterm writing success. This edition includes the ever-popular
pay-rate chart and book publisher subject index. You'll also
gain access to: Lists of professional writing organizations
Sample query letters A free digital download of Writer's
Yearbook, featuring the 100 Best Markets:
WritersDigest.com/WritersDigest-Yearbook-17. Includes
exclusive access to the webinar "Funding Your Writing
Career" from C. Hope Clark, founder of FundsForWriters.com
and author of The Edisto Island Mysteries.
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher
Lonely Planet Southwest USA is your passport to the most
relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what
hidden discoveries await you. Nourish your soul as you soak
up the sheer immensity of the Grand Canyon, chase the neon
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lights in Las Vegas, or be lured by the ski slopes, hiking trails
and white-water rapids of Taos; all with your trusted travel
companion. Get to the heart of Southwest USA and begin
your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet's Southwest USA
Travel Guide: Colour maps and images throughout Highlights
and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs
and interests Insider tips to save time and money and get
around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots
Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone
numbers, websites, transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all
budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out, shopping,
hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights give
you a richer, more rewarding travel experience - history,
politics, lifestyle, Native Americans, culture, art, literature,
cinema, music, architecture, landscapes, wildlife,
environmental issues, cuisine, beer, wine, customs, etiquette
Covers Las Vegas, Nevada, Arizona, Greater Phoenix, Grand
Canyon Region, Navajo Reservation, Taos, Las Vegas, New
Mexico, Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Southwestern Colorado,
Utah and more eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet
devices and smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline
maps prevent roaming and data charges Effortlessly navigate
and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to
personalise your guidebook experience Seamlessly flip
between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities
get you to key pages in a flash Embedded links to
recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt
dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect Choice: Lonely
Planet Southwest USA , our most comprehensive guide to
Southwest USA, is perfect for both exploring top sights and
taking roads less traveled. Looking for a guide focused on
Las Vegas? Check out Lonely Planet's California guide for a
comprehensive look at all the city has to offer; Discover Las
Vegas, a photo-rich guide to the city's most popular
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attractions; or Pocket Las Vegas, a handy-sized guide
focused on the can't-miss sights for a quick trip. About Lonely
Planet: Since 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's
leading travel media company with guidebooks to every
destination, an award-winning website, mobile and digital
travel products, and a dedicated traveler community. Lonely
Planet covers must-see spots but also enables curious
travelers to get off beaten paths to understand more of the
culture of the places in which they find themselves. Important
Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of
the images found in the physical edition.

Arizona: The Beauty of It All, Second EditionArizona
Highways Books
A celebration of Glen Canyon, a call to protect a
placereemerging Annette McGivney explores the
controversy andthe history of water politics in the
American Southwestthrough the lens of the
reappearance of Glen Canyon. Eachchapter opens with
a journal excerpt that personalizesthe Glen Canyon
story, and the book concludes with a listof ......
Phoenix’s origins date back to 700 AD, when the area,
named Pueblo Grande by the Spanish, was home to a
progressive agricultural community who constructed
canal irrigation systems that fed off the Salt River.The
U.S. military sparked the redevelopment of Phoenix and
other towns in the Salt River valley by establishing Fort
McDowell in 1865. Two years later, Jack Swilling of
Wickenburg, Arizona, was traveling on horseback
through the region and decided the desert setting was an
ideal place to establish a new community. The name
Phoenix came from the idea that, just like the bird that
rose from the ashes, the new town would spring from the
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ruins of a former civilization.Phoenix has grown so
rapidly that several outlying towns have now been
absorbed into the metropolitan district. Tempe started
south of the Salt River around 1870, Mormons started
Mesa to the east in 1878, and land developers founded
Glendale in 1892 and Scottsdale in 1894.Phoenix
became the capital of Arizona in 1912. Phoenix Then
and Now looks at the history of development in the city
as it continued to grow through the twentieth century.
Using archive photos of the desert town matched with
the same view today, it shows that despite the rapid
expansion, much of the fledgling city has been
preserved.Sites include: Washington Street, First
Avenue, City Hall, Heard Building, Hotel Adams, Luhrs
Building, Phoenix Theater, Orpheum Theater, Hotel San
Carlos, Union Station, Masonic Temple, Hotel Westward
Ho, Arizona Capitol, Kenilworth School, Grunow Clinic,
Brophy College, Arizona Biltmore, Tovrea Castle, Tempe
Bridges.
Explore the wide open spaces of Arizona with this guide
to roads less traveled and awe-inspiring sights less seen.
Backroads of Arizona guides you into the heart of
Arizona's sun-shiny beauty and fascinating history. In
this thoroughly updated edition, you'll find twenty-five
driving tours and adventures that take you off the beaten
path to stunning landscapes and breathtakingly beautiful
vistas. Marvel at the multicolored hues of the Painted
Desert and the jaw-dropping majesty of the snowcapped
San Francisco Peaks. Wander into a sky-high forest of
regal ponderosa pines and quaking aspens near
Flagstaff, scan the deep blue waters of Lake Havasu on
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the western border, and feel dwarfed by the incredible
Grand Canyon. With scenic drives in all corners of the
state, Backroads of Arizona offers insight into Arizona's
rich history, from the Spanish conquistadors seeking the
legendary cities of gold to the Wild West shootout at
Tombstone's OK Corral. Thanks to the maps and
directions to the Grand Canyon State's unique scenic,
historic, and cultural attractions, you can explore
prehistoric cliff dwellings, hike to see a mountainside of
cacti in bloom, or get your kicks on Route 66. This
second edition includes new routes along timeless roads,
with fresh images and pithy stories of what can be found
along the way. Discover something off the beaten path,
and make memories you'll never forget.
Home to one of the Seven Natural Wonders of the
World, Arizona is a beacon for outdoor enthusiasts—the
desert landscape is brimming with opportunities for
exploration and adventure. In this guide we join travel
writer Roger Naylor as he takes us through the state
parks of this amazing region. The parks featured
throughout this book offer some of the best hiking,
camping, fishing, boating, stargazing, and wildlife
watching in the state. It’s no surprise to Arizona
residents that these state parks offer the same kind of
experience found in national parks and
monuments—providing great adventure through easy day
trips and weekend getaways.
Stories of humorous antics by parents and children alike,
set insmall twon, rural New York state in the modern era.
Arizona is home to the longest intact portion of Routee
66, stretching 158 miles from west of Ash Fork to the
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California border. In words and photos, Naylor and
Lindahl explore the history and nostalgia surrounding the
"Mother Road," and the great swaths of Arizona that it
passes through. Arizona, the birthplace of Historic Route
66, is where you can still "get your kicks."
Although he's best known nationally as a U.S. senator,
Barry Goldwater's love of politics may have been
surpassed by his passion for photography. He spent a
lifetime carrying around a camera, and, since 1939,
hundreds of his photographs have appeared on the
pages of Arizona Highways. Many of those photographs
appear in this stunning coffee table book, along with
profiles of the senator.
If you haven’t heard about the ketogenic (short: keto)
diet by now, you’ve been living under a rock! This trendy
diet is all about eating a diet that's very low in carbs and
high in fats in order to turn your body into a fat-burning
machine. This premium book covers the keto diet rules,
how it works, keto diet side effects, and why it’s so
popular right now. Should you decide to become a keto
diet follower, we’ll help you along the way with meal
plans, mouth-watering recipes, cheat sheets, and keto
diet swaps when you’re missing your favorite carbs.
We’ll tell you how to set your kitchen up for success, tips
to follow when you’re eating away from home, and how
to eat keto on a budget! Read success stories and find
out which celebrities swear by the ketogenic diet. We’ll
help you transition to a ketogenic diet as easily—and
safely—as possible in The Complete Guide to Keto.
A coffee table style book with high end photography and
stories on Arizona's tasting rooms, wineries, vineyards
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and winemakers. This book takes you across the state to
explore Arizona's diverse established and emerging wine
industry.
This is a once-in-a-lifetime experience--an end-to-end,
rim-to-river exploration of the Grand Canyon. The
authors have debuted a film-Into the Canyon-in February
of 2019 that explores their hike through the canyon
Award-winning photographer Pete McBride, along with
best-selling authors Kevin Fedarko and Hampton Sides,
takes us on a gripping adventure story told through
stunning, never-before-seen photography and powerful
essays. By hiking the entire 750 miles of Grand Canyon
National Park--from the Colorado River to the canyon
rim--McBride captures the majesty of as well as calling
us to protect America's open-aired cathedral. The 2019
Public Lands Alliance Partnership Book of the Year, this
is the most spectacular collection of Grand Canyon
imagery ever seen, showing beauty from vantages
where no other photographers have ever stood. It will
also highlight the conservation challenges this iconic
national park faces as visitation numbers grow and
development pressures surrounding it mount. This
photography will inspire and remind us why we protect
such a cherished public space. Proceeds benefit the
Grand Canyon Conservancy, and the accompanying
documentary Into the Canyon has been shown at the
Flagstaff Mountain Film Festival and the Aspen Film
Festival in February of 2019 as well as debuting on the
National Geographic Channel--all in time for the national
park's centennial.
For a limited time, receive a free Fodor's Guide to Safe
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and Healthy Travel e-book with the purchase of this
guidebook! Go to fodors.com for details. Written by local
experts, Fodor's travel guides have been offering advice
and professionally vetted recommendations for all tastes
and budgets for 80 years. From the vastness of the
Grand Canyon to Sedona’s red rocks and the living
Sonoran Desert, Arizona’s landscapes are aweinspiring. The state’s spectacular canyons, blooming
deserts, raging rivers, petrified forests, and scenic
mountains enthrall lovers of the outdoors in pursuit of
hiking, rafting, golf, or picturesque spots to watch the
sunset. In full-color throughout, Fodor's Arizona and the
Grand Canyon helps travelers take advantage of the
state's myriad pleasures, including outstanding
museums and galleries, Navajo and Hopi cultural
experiences, three national parks, and world-renowned
spas. This travel guide includes: •PULLOUT MAP: A
handy take-along map provides added value, giving
travelers essential information so they can travel with
confidence •ULTIMATE EXPERIENCES GUIDE
contains a brief introduction and spectacular color photos
that capture the ultimate experiences and attractions
throughout Arizona & The Grand Canyon •UPDATED
COVERAGE: The guide features the latest hotel and
restaurant openings throughout the state, particularly the
fast-growing Phoenix and Tuscan areas.
•ILLUSTRATED FEATURES: Illustrated features advise
travelers on how to experience some of Arizona's top
outdoor activities: star-gazing; exploring canyons,
deserts, mountains, flora, and fauna; and the ultimate
Grand Canyon adventure, rafting the Colorado River.
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Spotlights highlight Phoenix-area golf, visiting Native
American reservations, and the Wild West.
•INDISPENSABLE TRIP PLANNING TOOLS: Each
chapter opens with an orientation map, the top reasons
to go, and other essential information to help visitors plan
their time effectively. Dining and Lodging map atlases in
Phoenix and Tucson make locating a hotel or meal
simple. A Top Picks chart for Grand Canyon hiking trails
helps travelers choose a hike based on length, grade,
trail conditions, time of year, and level of difficulty.
•DISCERNING RECOMMENDATIONS: Fodor's Arizona
and the Grand Canyon offers savvy advice and
recommendations from local writers to help travelers
make the most of their visit. Fodor's Choice designates
our best picks in every category. •COVERS: Phoenix,
Scottsdale, Tempe, Tucson, the Grand Canyon, Sedona,
Petrified Forest National Park, Monument Valley, Yuma,
the Hoover Dam, Flagstaff, and more.
Arizona: The Beauty of It All, Second Edition updates
Arizona Highways' popular first-edition coffee table book
(originally published in 1996). Featuring more than 60
photographs, as well written work from some the
magazines most prominent essayists "€" Charles
Bowden and Craig Childs among them "€" The Beauty of
It All celebrates Arizona's forests, canyons, water, rocks
and mountains. The book is geared toward photography
and Arizona enthusiasts.
The Navajo tribe, the Diné, are the largest tribe in the
United States and live across the American Southwest.
But over a century ago, they were nearly wiped out by
the Long Walk, a forced removal of most of the Diné
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people to a military-controlled reservation in New
Mexico. The summer of 2018 marked the 150th
anniversary of the Navajo’s return to their homelands.
One Navajo family and their community decided to honor
that return. Edison Eskeets and his family organized a
ceremonial run from Spider Rock in Canyon de Chelly,
Arizona, to Santa Fé, New Mexico, in order to deliver a
message and to honor the survivors of the Long Walk.
Both exhilarating and punishing, Send A Runner tells the
story of a Navajo family using the power of running to
honor their ancestors and the power of history to explain
why the Long Walk happened. From these forces, they
might also seek the vision of how the Diné—their
people—will have a future.
A discounted ebundle of author Robert Charles Wilson's
Hugo Award-winning and critically-acclaimed Spin Saga
Trilogy, which includes: Spin, Axis, and Vortex “Robert
Charles Wilson is a hell of a storyteller.” —Stephen King
on Spin “Wilson does so many fine things, it’s hard to
know where to begin to praise him.” —The Washington
Post on Spin One night in October when he was ten
years old, Tyler Dupree stood in his back yard and
watched the stars go out. They all flared into brilliance at
once, then disappeared, replaced by a flat, empty black
barrier. He and his best friends, Jason and Diane
Lawton, had seen what became known as the Big
Blackout. It would shape their lives. The effect is
worldwide. The sun is now a featureless disk—a heat
source, rather than an astronomical object. The moon is
gone, but tides remain. As Tyler, Jason, and Diane grow
up, a space probe reveals a bizarre truth: the barrier is
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artificial, generated by huge alien artifacts. Time is
passing faster outside the barrier than inside–more than
a hundred million years per year on Earth. At this rate,
the death throes of the sun are only about forty years in
our future. Tor books by Robert Charles Wilson Last
Year The Affinities Burning Paradise Julian Comstock
Blind Lake The Chronoliths The Perseids and Other
Stories Bios Darwinia Mysterium A Bridge of Years A
Hidden Place At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Explore Arizona's vast open spaces, dreamy canyons,
and colorful culture with Moon Arizona & the Grand
Canyon. Inside you'll find: Strategic, flexible itineraries
from day hikes in the Grand Canyon to a two-week
Arizona road trip, designed for outdoor adventurers,
history buffs, foodies, and more Can't-miss highlights
and unique experiences: Embark on a multi-day
expedition into the depths of the Grand Canyon, discover
hidden streams on a hike through high-desert forests, or
find the best spots to hit the slopes in winter. Take a
scenic drive along historic Route 66, learn about
Arizona's ancient native cultures, and stroll charming Old
West towns. Explore the red rock cliffs around Sedona,
watch your favorite MLB team play during Spring
Training, and sample Southwest cuisine from spicy
enchiladas to Sonoran hot dogs How to plan a Grand
Canyon adventure, including coverage of towns near
gateways to the park Local insight from Arizona local Tim
Hull on when to go, where to stay, and how to get around
Full-color photos and detailed maps throughout Focused
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coverage of Phoenix, Scottsdale, and the Valley of the
Sun, Tucson and Southern Arizona, Flagstaff, Sedona,
and Red Rock Country, Navajo and Hopi Country, the
White Mountains and the Gila Valley, the Grand Canyon
and the Arizona Strip, and the Lower Colorado River
Practical information including background on Arizona's
landscape, climate, wildlife, and culture With Moon
Arizona & the Grand Canyon's practical tips and local
expertise, you can plan your trip your way. Seeing more
of the Southwest? Check out Moon New Mexico or Moon
Phoenix. Hitting the road? Try Moon Southwest Road
Trip or Moon Route 66 Road Trip.

Arizona’s Scenic Roads and Hikes directs visitors
toward the very best the state has to offer. Travel
from sun-kissed deserts to the summits of snowcapped mountains, from the cosmic abyss of the
Grand Canyon to the red rocks of Sedona and the
soaring monoliths of Monument Valley. Visit ancient
Native American villages, chase Old West legends,
and get your kicks on Route 66. In this captivating
new guide Roger Naylor features all twenty-seven of
Arizona’s state-designated scenic and historic
roads, including five National Scenic Byways. The
stunning drives are arranged by region and include
starting and ending points, mileage, maps, photos,
full descriptions, and suggestions on locally owned
places to eat and sleep. Each road trip is paired with
attractions and activities including nearby hiking
trails. Create a lifetime of memories while exploring
the details of Arizona’s
endlessly diverse and
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amazing scenery. Travel writer Roger Naylor
exclaims, “Welcome to my world.”
Nine short papers present changes in stratigraphic
nomenclature in California, Nevada, Arizona,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, Georgia, South
Carolina, and Massachusetts, and a revised
Mississippian time scale for the western interior
region of the United States.
From Navajo families and a Mohave girl to the
splendor of the Grand Canyon and the grasslands of
Southern Arizona, the 100 images that appear in
these pages are the best to have ever been
published in Arizona Highways, as chosen by Photo
Editor Jeff Kida and Editor Robert Stieve. As Stieve
writes, "In my mind, there was no golden era, just
decades and decades of spectacular photography
one great shot after another." This book celebrates
those great shots, both old and new, and pays
tribute to the men and women who made them.
National Geographic presents the great outdoors
through the world’s best auto trips, for nature lovers,
hikers, and adventurers. Pack your suitcase, load up
the car, and head for the open road! This lavishly
illustrated, hardcover travel planner and gift book
gives you every bit of information you'll need to
navigate 400 amazing driving routes in some of the
world's most fascinating locales. This practical travel
planner provides specific, in-depth descriptions of
the sights each drive offers. A clear, detailed, easyPage 18/20
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to-read map of each route. Useful information on the
best time to travel. And insider tips to help you get
the most out of every fabulous trip. Abundant
sidebars call your attention to standout sights along
the drive or entertaining background information on
the region and its culture. While handy indeed as a
planner, Drives of a Lifetime doubles as a full-color
gift book with more than 200 dazzling, large-format
photos and crisp, evocative text that will enchant
armchair travelers. The book immerses you in the
unique appeal and beauty of hundreds of inviting
locales. Sample entries include the road to the
spectacular ancient ruins in and around Angkor Wat
in Cambodia; the Natchez Trace Parkway, along an
ancient Native American trail through Mississippi; the
scenic old coastal route from Dublin to Wexford in
Ireland; an off-road dune drive in Dubai; the famous
ocean views along the Cabot Trail in Nova Scotia,
Canada; the Winelands Route through South Africa's
Western Cape; a drive among the incredible land
formations in South Dakota's Badlands; and an
archaeological tour through Syria. In addition, you'll
find several fun Top Ten lists: skyscraping drives,
Mediterranean island roads, African wildlife
excursions, and more. Chapters organized by theme
include Ultimate Road Trips, featuring famous drives
such as Highway One down the California coast;
Over Hill and Mountains; By Sea and Shore; The
Road Less Traveled, highlighting unpaved and
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untamed routes and safaris; Village Byways through
some of the world's most picturesque hamlets; and
Historic Trails, tracing the paths of history's great
builders and explorers. Whether you travel these
storied routes by car or through the pages of the
book--countless wonders await your discovery in
Drives of a Lifetime.
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